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WHO ARE WE?
(INTRODUCTION)



It is a great pleasure to introduce “BUZWE INDUSTRIES” (referred to as “Buzwe”).

“Buzwe” means nationhood, united and committed for common cause to unite people as we are

one “creation” (one human race) and everything is interconnected physically through matter

(physics) and supernaturally by means of the Creator's invisible qualities and divine nature.

Buzwe is a 100% black owned B2B integrated industrial and commercial business process

optimization solutions provider with a Level 1 B-BBEE contribution recognition rating and was

established in 2009 as a SMME Business Advisory and Project Management firm enabling and

supporting SMMEs for an array of industries and Clients nationally ever since.

As a Start-Up, we have had conducted some consultative and business brokerage work in

countries like the Democratic of Congo (DRC), Congo (Brazzaville), Angola, Botswana, Namibia,

Lesotho, Zimbabwe, Swaziland, Mozambique, Zambia, Ghana, Tanzania, Côte d'Ivoire (Ivory

Coast) and Indonesia amongst others.

Buzwe fundamentally fixed to influence, invest in and transform all “Spheres of influence in our

Culture” (“Seven Pillars of Culture”) as the “Marketplace” such as; (1) Arts & Entertainment,

(2) Business, (3) Education, (4) Family, (5) Government, (6) Media and (7) Religion.

We are part of an “Ecosystem” that is fixed on socio-economic “restoration” in the Marketplace

spearheaded by “Buzwe” in association with “our” associated independently operating companies

that all have a common objective and a shared vision with us to unlock unlimited opportunities to

achieve prosperity for all deserving or proactive individuals and communities on the continent.



Buzwe enables industries to adapt, enhance business performance, grow organically, and to

connect via digitization by means of Engineering and Technology during this 4th Industrial

Revolution whilst applying the most innovative Business Optimization, Digital Transformation,

world-class Smart City development solutions and futuristic New Product Development practices.

We are geared to enable change on our continent during the current 4th Industrial Revolution

leading up to the 5th Industrial Revolution where we are playing an integral role to transform

Businesses (from SMMEs to large corporations including the Government) and People (the

Marketplace) across all sectors of trade via (i) Business Process Optimization (Full scope

management), (ii) Digital Transformation (Dx) and (iii) Artificial Intelligence (AI) including

“Distributed Ledger Technologies” (“DLT” or “Blockchain”) solutions to achieve Marketplace

“restoration” (visit https://lizodlaba.wixsite.com/buzwe-industries for more information).

We service all types of Industrial and commercial operations such as Process Plants,

Manufacturing, Transportation, Energy, Water, Commercial Property, Residential, Retail,

Agricultural, Waste Management, Education, Healthcare, Government, Infrastructure, Finance,

Media, Insurance, Safety and Security industries including SMMEs across all sectors.

We offer innovative and forward thinking Digital Transformation (Dx) solutions that enables smart

business by providing unique business process optimization solutions enhancing the Return on

Investment (ROI) and lowering Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).

We exist to bridge the gap between (1) Humans, (2) Business Processes and (3) Machines as

automation enhances productivity, safety and quality whilst lowering production costs.

https://lizodlaba.wixsite.com/buzwe-industries


To achieve Business Process Optimization we transform data, business processes to an AI system,

analyse, recommend and implement solutions to increase Profit (ROI), Planet (Environment) and

People (Human Capital) while doing it, increase return on Souls (Joy, Peace & Happiness):-

Business Process Optimization is the act of taking your old business processes and

optimizing them for efficiency. The means of doing that may vary widely as this really depends

on the process in question since there is no one size fits all solution in this regard. Therefore,

it is of great importance that our “Clients” understand how crucial it is for us to conduct our

business Assessment (data analysis) in order to help us identify weak or inefficient processes,

map out the business processes, analyse, identify better ways of doing it (make

recommendations or propose a solution) and implement on-site upon “Client” approval.

Each step within a business process (in any business, in any industry or sector of trade)

should, somehow, add a certain value to the end goal, which is either a product or some sort

of output, and the process itself should amount to organizational goals. In many cases we

have experienced, we found that certain steps or business processes are useless or

uneconomical and without creating any sort of value for the business. Business Process

Automation (including Digital Transformation) can help take out any menial labour and leads

to high productivity as employees work more on what matters (core business) and morale is

enhanced. Furthermore, adopting the right technology can really be a game changer; unlike

other alternatives, it doesn’t exactly optimize a process, instead changes the business

process completely. Therefore, we optimize the business process by either restructuring it,

automating it, or adopting some technology that will completely change the way it works.



WHY WE EXIST?
(OUR KEY OBJECTIVES)



Buzwe has identified a need for “Economic Reformation” and “Marketplace Restoration”

in Africa that will benefit everyone however this will require a change of attitude in the

marketplace as it is evident that our mundane ways of doing business including all past

economic ideologies that has shaped our world we live in today clearly do not work as

they are the major cause of all current economic instability.

Our efforts are geared at enabling profitable and sustainable business for our Clients to

facilitate an inclusive economic growth, to enhance our Gross Domestic Product (GDP),

create sustainable jobs, to empower the youth, to promote skills development AND

entrepreneurship in all areas we operate in as we believe in the prosperity and wealth of

people PLUS to free people from the bondage of debt or poverty.

Buzwe differentiates itself as a change maker fixed on delivering unparalleled industrial

solutions to all sectors of trade by transforming industries, connecting old industries to

new industries by means of offering integrated B2B Industrial solutions transforming

businesses (from SMMEs to large corporations) through Artificial Intelligence (AI),

Business Process optimization, Change Management & Digital Transformation solutions

to enhance Return On Investment (ROI).



Buzwe facilitates Marketplace Restoration through harnessing ideas so that businesses

serve People and the Environment we live in. Ideas shape the world we live in; when an

idea is conceived it is called a thought and when a thought is conceived it is called a

concept. Concepts are the material that dreams are made of and they serve as the

substance for living and interpreting life.

Buzwe is dedicated to enable change in all areas where we operate to foster Peace,

Humanity, Free Trade, Entrepreneurship, Sustainable Socioeconomic Development,

Empowerment and Responsible Citizenship to ensure Prosperity hence we are

committed to "Doing Good" for mankind whilst bringing hope and improving people's

lives through our efforts especially in impoverished and underdeveloped regions.

Buzwe offers bespoke solutions packaged to meet our targeted niche markets and

each of our client's operational requirements by applying Supreme principles in order to

advance Mother Earth for a brighter future.

Buzwe is driven to align people to socioeconomic opportunities, to unlock the potential

(talent) and economic wealth that exists in our communities (from townships to rural

areas) as we were given stewardship over on Mother Earth and its resources by means

of advancing by advising entrepreneurs, serving SMMEs and enabling trade (business).



THE BUSINESS NEED?
(WHY ARE WE IN THIS BUSINESS)



Today´s accelerating digitization is creating huge amounts of data such that

advanced data analytics and Artificial Intelligence (AI) are key technologies

in creating additional value by processing these massive datasets.

Companies that use AI to gain insight from data and deploy automation can

realize substantial performance gains and new business innovations. It’s no

longer about digital, it is about Business and how to integrate effectively.

With the threat automation growing with 27,7% unemployment recorded in

2017 (jobless Youths making up 75% of unemployment), South Africa is less

prepared than other countries and needs to give its workforce skills to

participate in the digital economy.

The digital technology will usher in a new economic era, exposing new sources

of value and growth, increasing efficiency and driving competitiveness.

Therefore, we need to align our economy and workforce for digital, creating

entirely new products, services and markets.
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THE NEED FOR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION (Dx)

Demands facing the business world & all sectors of trades:



Digital Transformation (Dx) is not a trend, it actually is a primer on positioning “all”

businesses for the future.

According to a Progress report (https://www.progress.com/papers/state-of-digital-

business-2016-report), 85% of Enterprise decision makers say that if they don’t make

significant progress on Digital Transformation (Dx) within the next 24 months, the

business will suffer financially and they’ll fall behind competitors.

For businesses of all sizes and in every industry, the transformation toward digital

systems, processes, and models is already happening. It’s here and the companies that

embrace it and develop a strategy to manage the change will position themselves for

the future. Those who don’t may not be so lucky.

Transforming a company by making it smarter, leaner, faster, and more efficient is the

cornerstone of our digital future.

At its most basic, Dx is about using digital tools and technologies to strengthen existing

systems and processes.
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THE NEED FOR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION (Dx)



Dx is not a trend, it actually is a primer on positioning “all” businesses for the future.

Dx is all about taking a slow, tedious, or time-consuming process (generally done

manually or with considerable human capital) and making it simpler, faster, or even

instantaneous. It’s the business equivalent of doing research on the internet rather

than going to the library.

But digital transformation is not just about convenience or time savings. It can

fundamentally reshape your entire company or the whole industry. In fact, it can

create entire industries and new markets overnight.

One of the reasons that Dx is such an important topic in business strategy is its far-

reaching effects as it can touch almost any business unit inside your company,

including sales, marketing, HR, operations, manufacturing, and more.

Taken to its logical conclusion, Dx leads to a future where every aspect of your

business becomes digitally connected and is able to integrate seamlessly, reducing

bottlenecks (friction) and creating a smarter and more agile workplace.

Because Dx is intertwined with many business operations, it’s absolutely imperative

to have a high-level strategy in place as the Dx strategy should cut across silos.
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Much of the value of digital transformation comes from operational efficiency. It stems

from the fact that digital systems can communicate seamlessly and instantly, eliminating

time and money spent on manual workflows and paperwork.

Dx can only be accomplished if there’s a high-level strategy in place that ties together

different systems. The entire process should be orchestrated from the executive level.

Digital and IT fields are no longer silos as Technology is now the backbone of business

from the front-line customer experience through to operations and manufacturing.

Dx is about shifting the way that your business thinks about and acts on technology.

Although the idea of “transforming” your business may be daunting, the reality is that

most Dx initiatives begin by developing a practical and realistic plan for implementation.

The climb may seem daunting, but the potential rewards are vast as the process can

reach into so many aspects of the business, it’s important not to try to tackle all of the

possible changes at once.
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THE NEED FOR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
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THE NEED FOR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
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THE BENEFITS OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION



WHAT WE OFFER?
(THE B2B SOLUTIONS WE PROVIDE)



We bridge the gap between (1) Humans, (2) Business Processes & (3) Machines as

automation enhances productivity, safety and quality whilst lowering production costs.

Intensify digital transformation, business processes & Human integration.

Upskill People to collaborate with machines to mitigate job losses.

Digital Transformation (Dx) & Change Management to enhance performance whilst

eradicating the cancer of corruption and wastage linked to humans.

Integrated B2B solutions to enhance “Return On Investment” (ROI).

Facilitate viable solutions for Total Asset Management & Total Facilities Management

to lower the Total Cost of Ownership and increase profits.

Act as a Dx, Business Tx, Data Analytics Partner & Implementing Agent to our Clients.

It is no longer an option for businesses but imperative to go digital and transform their

organization to survive in this disruptive era. For the business transformation to

succeed, it is essential that the transformation roadmap should be well planned and

implemented. The decision to take this path is both bold and brave. But it is one thing

to be brave and another to be thoughtfully brave. (see B.R.A.V.E roadmap framework)
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We provide B2B solutions for companies desiring to increase the efficiency, productivity

(volumes) and quality of their existing products/services AND for companies desiring to

create new products, processes and services .

We provide algorithms, data visualizations and automation then allow intelligent decision

making and automating operations based on the data.

We offer B2B solutions over an array of industries as a component in its service offering

and as a bespoke service to enhance the following amongst others:

1) Total Business Process Optimization (Business, People, Product, Process & Machine)

2) Business Value Chain Optimization (Business, People, Product, Process & Machine)

3) Effective SHERQ Management & Zero Harm (People, Environment & Assets)

4) Efficient PMBOK approach (Engineering, Procurement & Construction Management) 

5) Optimal Maintenance Management (Breakdown/Routine/Planned Maintenance)

6) Project Feasibility and Viability Studies (People, Environment & Assets)

7) Effective FMEA, RCFA and RCM Management (Asset Optimization)

8) CAPEX/OPEX Planning and Asset Utilisation (Business Continuity)

9) Cost Savings and Lean Production (Continuous Improvement)

10) Plant Production and Productivity (Effectiveness & Efficiency)

11) Plant OEE and KPIs (Plant Optimization & Monitoring)
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WHAT WE OFFER?

Dx framework from Digital Strategy formulation to Orchestration (Implementation):
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WHAT WE OFFER?

The Digital Transformation (Dx) roadmap for a complete ecosystem:
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WHAT SERVICES WE OFFER?

o B2B Business Optimization solutions
o Commercial Space Performance solutions
o Integrated Industrial Solutions
o Human Capital enhancements
o Engineering Business Continuity
o Change Management
o Continuous Improvement
o Business Development (Inclusive)
o Total Facilities Management
o Total Quality Management
o Total Asset Management
o Total Maintenance Management
o Total Production Management
o Value Chain enhancements

o Total Facilities Management
o Commercial Space Optimization
o Infrastructure Management
o Total Asset Management
o Performance Valuation
o Business Performance Management
o Business Optimization solutions
o Human Capital enhancements
o B2B Business Solutions
o Change Management
o Continuous Improvement
o Advisory & Business Consulting
o Customer & User experience strategy

o Digital Transformation solutions
o Artificial Intelligence technology solutions
o Artificial Intelligence integration
o Distributed Ledger Technologies (Blockchain)

o Business & Technology integration strategies
o Supply Chain Management
o Research & business insights
o Deep Learning (Data Mining)
o Machine Learning (Predictions)
o Information architecture
o Formulation of Algorithms & coding
o Predictive Planning & Analytics
o Prototyping of proposed solutions
o Interaction & visual design
o Usability testing

o Engineering Management (EPCM)
o New Product Development
o Manufacturing Management
o Project Management (Turn-key)
o Management Consulting
o SHERQ Management

o Mobile application development
o Mobile application enhancements
o Website design
o Internet of Things (IoT)
o Value Added Services
o Web application development
o Website development
o Web content development



HOW DO WE APPROACH
BUSINESS?

(OUR BUSINESS MODEL)



Over the years we have built an unyielding “Human Capital” base through our network

which is inclusive as we strongly believe that entrepreneurs must not neglect family for

business hence our motto; Charity Begins At Home, always…

In other words, when we are developing a life in the Economy (Marketplace), we have

the opportunity to not just be limited to our own relational sphere of authority, influence

and responsibility, but to have access to a network of Supreme energy and humanity

(caring nature) to impact and inspire on the people around us.

Buzwe is focused on providing packaged B2B industrial solutions implemented in the

most cost effective manner to add value in growing, improving or enhancing the

underlying business of our Clients, Partners and Investors without causing any

operational interference in order to achieve some of the following business objectives:

(1) Process Efficiency
(2) New Customer 

Acquisition
(3) New Products (4) New Cost Model

(5) Existing Customer 

Cross Sell-Up Sell

(6) Decrease Time to 

Market

(7) Asset Preventative 

Maintenance

(8) Asset Remote 

Monitoring

(9) Supply Chain 

Improvement

(10) Reduce Inventory 

Costs

(11) Real Time 

Information

(12) Reduce Customer 

Support Costs



Our bespoke Dx masterplan proposed to our “Clients” can be deployed on any

platform on the market as this requires a full grasp of the “ideal state” (for the “Client”)

and a deep understanding of the “current state” (Deep Learning & Machine Learning).

We prioritise our “Clients” unique requirements and adjusting the roll out plan to meet

the desired expectations hence continuous monitoring and control of activities are vital

to ensure an efficient, low risk and successful transition of our bespoke masterplan

and Dx strategy implementation.

We will supply an end-to-end B2B solution and integrated business process

optimization service that will entail the following stages:

Phase 1 Assessment (Evaluation) Current state (existing challenges & shortfalls) and ideal state

Phase 2 Proof of Concept (PoC) Ideal state Master Plan launch, simulate, measure and monitor

Phase 3 Proof of Value (PoV) Launch platform, test, measure and trial run new system

Phase 4 Due Diligence & Approval (Valuation) Approval process, commission and roll-out

Phase 5 Partnership Agreement (Dx) Dx (SLA), Intellectual Property (License) & Royalties (Support)

Phase 6 Ecosystem Engagement (Trade) Commercialize new business & monitor performance



Advisory for understanding Dx, process, data analytics, AI and aligning People.

Consultation for identifying cases that can deliver additional value with Human Capital 

interventions, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Business Process (Data).

Expertise to implement Data Transformation, Business Optimization, Data Analytics, 

AI, Change Management, Management Consulting and Project Management solutions 

to custom tasks for maximum benefits.

SOLUTIONS FOR FUTURE BUSINESS & TRANSFORMING LIFESTYLES

We are fixed on enabling People and Machines to pave the way to developing 

sustainable “Smart Cities” that are innovative cities that uses information and 

communication technologies (ICTs) and other means to improve quality of Life, 

efficiency of urban operation and services, and competitiveness, while ensuring that 

they meet the needs of present and future generations with respect to flourishing 

Economic, Social and Environmental aspects.



COMPANY 
MANAGEMENT 
STRUCTURE?

(ORGANOGRAM)
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NAME ROLE DIRECTORSHIPS EXPERIENCE

Lizo Dlaba General Manager

MD: Buzwe 

Capital 

Investments 

(Pty) Ltd

& Acting CEO: 

Clear Fusion 

(Pty) Ltd

Lizo has more than 16 years Business, Project Management and Engineering experience.  He has a passion for 

inspiring change, trust, mentoring, humanity, peace, unity, free and fair trade focusing on creating or supporting self-

sufficient  Ecosystems that promotes Responsible Global Citizenship, Community Development, Social 

Entrepreneurship, Personal Equity, Early Childhood Development, Youth Empowerment, Business Support, SMME 

Advisory, Job Creation, Clean (Renewable) Energy, development of Smart Cities, Lean Manufacturing, Organic 

Farming, Music, Performing, Arts & Crafts.  Over the years I gained experience and have been exposed to various 

number of industry areas such as Commercial, Construction, Engineering, Technology, Infrastructure, Transportation, 

Maintenance, Energy, Mining, Petrochemical (Oil & Gas), Steel, Rail, Shipping, Manufacturing, Logistics, 

Warehousing, Distribution, FMCG, Agriculture including General Commodity Trading amongst others. 

Thato Mpanza
Administration 

Manager

CEO: Lakhizwe

Foundation 

(NPO)

Thato has more than 10 years’ experience in Sales & Marketing, Customer Care, Conflict Management, Team Building 

and Call Centre Management coupled with Insurance, Aviation (Airline) and Social (Community) Development.  She 

has established an extensive network of clients, both local and internationally. Throughout her career; she has honed 

her business acumen and mastering the overall efficient office and business management with emphasis on the 

People (HR), Customer Care (Business Continuity) and Client Relations (Leads). 

David Wegerle
Technical 

Manager

Director: Clear 

Fusion (Pty) Ltd

David has more than 20 years in the business and IT environment where he analyzes, defines and delivers on 

Business Transformation into the digital age. With his experience and skillset, he challenges the status quo to bring 

innovation, ideation and spark divergent thinking within accounts. He is a key driver of enabling new business models 

and bring executive expertise to remove barriers and bring solutions to Client’s senior leadership teams which enables 

a shared vision of their digital transformation and journey.  He has exceptional analytical and quantitative problem-

solving skills, with proven ability and case studies.  As a strategic business transformation specialist and solutions 

finder, he is passionate about inspiring people and creating an environment where people excel. He is passionate 

about the world of commerce with a proven ability in developing strategic plans and to execute on those plans AND a 

proven ability to translate business objectives into communication strategies, building and leading effective 

management, development and creative teams. 

Jongilanga Guma
Operations 

Manager

CEO: I Like IT 

(Pty) Ltd

Jongi has more than 15 years’ experience in the Information, Communications & Technology (ICT) industry. Like 

Margaret, Jongi has managed various medium to large projects for a number of clients in within the ICT sector 

nationally. He has established an extensive network of clients, both local and internationally. Throughout his career; 

Jongi has honed her business acumen and mastering the overall efficient office and business management. 

Leonard Cooper
Technical 

Specialist

Director: Digital 

Mastery (Pty) Ltd

Leonard started his career in 1998 with an understanding of technology and a passion for all things internet driven.  As 

a purveyor of Open Source and K.I.S.S he has vast experience with a wide variety technologies and services, ranging 

from Web Technology to Instant Messaging, SMS to IVR, USSD to Airtime vending systems and IoT (M2M) 

technologies, specializing in internet based technologies, as well as systems administration from Linux to Networking.  

He enjoys conceptualizing, prototyping and problem solving using simple, efficient, effective solutions plus he has an 

uncanny ability to understand a Client’s need or project’s requirements and offer innovative solutions to suit the 

project’s needs with the support of a driven development team.



BUZWE GROUP
OF COMPANIES

(OUR ECOSYSTEM)



Our business delivers on integrated industrial and B2B solutions in association with its partners:

B2B Solutions (A value-adding B2B integrated business optimization & performance management solutions provider across all sectors of trade)

Bulk Fuel (A DoE licensed Wholesale Petroleum local supplier & a ITAC approved Crude Oil importer of a wide range of Bulk Petroleum products)

Charity (We promote Social Entrepreneurship, Early Childhood Development & Youth Empowerment through our very own Non-Profit Organizations)

Digital Transformation (Artificial Intelligence, Commercial Space Performance, Distributed Ledger Technologies, Predictive Analytics & Algorithms)

Energy (An aspiring renewable or clean energy independent power producer or service provider offering bespoke value-adding energy security solutions)

Engineering (An NHBRC accredited Builder, DoL approved Electrical contractor and CIDB affiliated experienced Engineering on-site contractor)

Industrial Supplies (A local strategic sourcing/supplier of a range of goods, engineered products, machinery/equipment/consumables to industries)

Manufacturing (An aspiring broad-spectrum and niche products Manufacturer, industrialist, innovator, R&D facilitator and new product developer)

Lifestyle (Offering complete and bespoke home improvement, sustainable living and lifestyle solutions from low & middle income to high end markets)

Project Management (A turn-key multi-disciplinary Engineering, Procurement, Manufacturing, Construction & Maintenance management services)

Technologies (A diversified Information Communications Technology solutions provider bridging AI, our society and all industries)

www.africahealth.org.za

www.theneweconomy.co.za
www.inovasure.com

www.traderoot.comwww.clearfusion.tv
www.homeprotector.co.za



WHAT WE DO?
(OUR MARKET VALUE PROPOSITION)



1) Coaching; sharing knowledge about “Uprightness & Giving”. “We make a living by

what we get, but we make a life by what we give.” ~ Winston Churchill.

2) Coaching; sharing knowledge about “Supreme Principles” (values & ethics).

3) Coaching; sharing knowledge about “Governance” (absolute power & authority).

4) Coaching; sharing knowledge about “Personal Transformation” (body, mind, heart &

soul) as only transformed leaders can transform culture hence internal integrity

precedes external integration, therefore change begins from within each individual.

5) Coaching; sharing knowledge about “Act of Love & Thankfulness” (gratitude) and

helping others to find the doorway to “Personal Transformation” as well and to harness

fellowship whilst spreading love amongst family members, friends, workplaces,

business environments, public spaces, in giving and in unity.

6) Right Position; inspire people to always be in an “Upright & Giving” position to gain

access to universal favour which causes us to rise to the top in our sphere of influence

and the reality is that favour can be recognized more easily if we start at the bottom.



1) Stewardship; Mother Earth was created to be administered by man in order to advance

the abundance of its wealth and beauty for all mankind, therefore the stewardship of our

planet is the centre of our business and we are fixed to impact on the people around us.

2) Commonwealth; to unlock the potential of the marketplace (from entrepreneurs to

SMMEs) and to help establish a “Commonwealth of Citizens” united by a covenant

under one form of government/system to see all citizens have access to prosperity.

3) Promote Relationships; inspire people to align with their innermost self, to identify their

true identity, to advise them on how to strengthen relationships, to help them build

relationships with their families (home), colleagues (work), communities

(companionship) and marketplace (business) as the people we work with will always

revert to our value system as we serve them if we are constantly promoting relationship.

4) The Rule of Law; align the laws of the land (Constitution, Human Rights, Commercial &

Criminal Law) to Supreme principles to govern our daily lives and access wealth of joy.

5) SMME linkage to Business; align SMMEs to trade and supply opportunities, creation of

easily accessible trade platforms for SMMEs, provide information, assist with

procurement/tender bids, offer strategic sourcing solutions of goods/services to

SMMEs, provide full scope management for turn-key projects from SMMEs, Co-ops and

large corporations (Clients), offer hands-on Project Management and Business Advisory

solutions, adopt a role of an Implementing Agent on behalf of Clients and SMMEs.



1) Consultations; unlock the potential of the SMME sector and develop entrepreneurs:

Ruthlessly destroy the spirit and mindset of poverty in SMMEs and people (society).

Understand or establish people's purpose, dreams and plans to impact the world with 

their skills and professions whilst speaking their language of their territory.

Reach out to the 3 - 10% who make up cultural and business elite of the society in 

order to form strategic relationships and facilitate business.

2) SMME Advisory; reveal the wealth of Mother Earth:

True success is fulfilling our purpose as people and has little to do with money/status. 

Empower people beyond self-sufficiency and freedom from fear or burden.

To adopt the best leadership principles of man (Stewardship of the Earth).

Create an environment to promote creativity and innovation.

To foster an Absolute worldview (Supreme insight).

3) Partnerships; foster fellowship or partnerships with relevant stakeholders:

Form alliances or relationships with Religious, Community, Political & Business leaders.

Partnerships strengthen relationships by leading by example and inspiring trust.

Partnerships enable people-personal development and empower people.

Partnerships will accelerate transformation & restoration of our nation.

Effective partnerships drives prosperity and enables resourcefulness.  

Partnerships enable interpersonal interactions and enables peace.



1) Corporate & Commercial Investments:
Products; Create life-improving products & services for a better life.

Marketing; Truth for everyone, help those who lack knowledge to learn.

Customer; Doing the right thing for the Customer regardless of cost.

Employee; Equip and care for the whole person, unlock and develop talent.

Business approach to Laws; Obey the spirit of Law (including the 10 Commandments).

Laws approach to Business; Law protects private property & contracts.

Civil Society; Care for the needy, empower & develop the young (future).

2) Personal Equity (People):
Strategy; Maximize giving in the market place, communities and families.

Standard for Right & Wrong; Internalize absolute principles (Culture).

Power; Strong help the weak, embrace diversity and advance prosperity.

Trust; Trust but verify, not everyone is sanctified and inspire trust.

3) Community (Social) Investments:
Wealth Distribution; Higher average achievement, voluntary giving by high achievers, skills 

transfer & fiscal empowerment.

Investment; Much achievers/achieved fulfilled by sharing benefits.

Income & Growth; Excellence & high diligence thereby ensuring business continuity.

Values promoted by products & services; Influencing people for good.

Societal Condition; Inspire Joy, Trust, Thankfulness, Love & Peace.



WHO ARE OUR CLIENTS?
(MARKET PENETRATION)



Transnet National Ports Authority

Cape Town Harbour

Mr. John van Wyhe

Procurement Manager

(021) 449-5803

PRASA Rail - Engineering Services

Metrorail Rolling Stock Depot - Salt River

Mr. Sipho Malinga 

Engineering Manager

(021) 507-2328

Transnet National Ports Authority

Cape Town Harbour

Mr. Dirk Mouton 

Maintenance Manager 

(021) 449-4321

Transnet National Ports Authority

Cape Town Harbour

Mr. James Hofmeester

Vendor Master / Senior Buyer 

(021) 449-5794

PRASA CRES (Corporate Real Estate Solutions Division)

Western Cape Region

Mr. Noluvuyo Tyelo

Regional Project Manager

(021) 449-6430

BuildNat Construction (Pty) Ltd

Western Cape Region

Mr. Aiman Booley

General Manager

(021) 534-7807

PRASA Rail - Shosholoza Meyl

Culemborg Rolling Stock Depot 

Western Cape Region

Mr. Sydney Peter

Procurement Manager

(021) 449-2344

Transnet Rail Engineering

Capital Projects Division

Western Cape Region

Mr. Peter Nolan 

Project Manager

(021) 507-2524 

PRASA Rail – Technical

Rolling Stock Engineering Services (National)

Mr. Siphesihle Thwala 

Senior Engineer

(011) 773-1555

PRASA Rail - Shosholoza Meyl

Culemborg Rolling Stock Depot 

Western Cape Region

Mr. Anathi Sokabo

Senior Engineering Technician

(021) 507-5231
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SOME OF OUR PAST CLIENTS

Ntsane

Trading & Projects



COMPLETED PROJECTS
(OUR EXPERIENCE)



Buzwe has been offering an array of B2B value adding industrial solutions via our affiliations such as follows:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION CLIENT LOCATION VALUE PERIOD
Total Digital Transformation for Commercial Property Management, Facilities Management & Occupier Value 

Adding Services for the Department of Public Works
Broll Property National Undisclosed 2018

Total Digital Transformation for Retail Space with Clear Fusion (Pty) Ltd & AYO Technology Solutions (Pty) Ltd 

and actual execution of realtime automation using data and people management (Proof of Value)
Shoprite-Checkers Western Cape TBC 2018

Total Digital Transformation for Retail Space with Brandserve Worldwide (Pty) Ltd in collaboration with Nandos

& CRS and actual execution of realtime automation using data and people management (Proof of Concept)
Pick n Pay Gauteng TBC 2018

Total Digital Transformation for Retail Space and Commercial Space solutions including B2B Process 

Optimization, Change Management (Full Scope Management)
Clear Fusion International TBC 2018

B2B Industrial solutions transforming communities and businesses through Artificial Intelligence (AI), Business 

Process optimization, Change Management & Digital Transformation solutions to enhance Return On 

Investment (ROI) on trade ecosystems to create jobs and sustainable business opportunities.

Africa Health (NPO) National TBC 2018

Early Childhood Development (ECD), Youth Empowerment (Education), Skills Transfer, Skills Development 

(On-the-job), Training and Facilitation (sector based)
Lakhizwe Foundation National TBC 2018

5 year contract for Plant Maintenance of 2off 50MW Concentrated Solar Power Plants Siemens Kimberley & De Aar R 8.2 million 2016

Design, Construct and Commission a new Sand Plant to suit new Process Plant advancements AfriSam Cape Town R 275 million 2009

Upgrade of the 8M Rolling Stock Rotary Compressors for the Energy Recovery Programme Metrorail Salt River R 5.7 million 2013

Planned and Preventative Maintenance on Port Workshop and Plant Equipment Transnet SOC Ltd Port of Cape Town R85 000 2015

Design, Fabricate, Supply, Install & Commission a new Flammable Store Ducting Extraction system & Fire 

Foam System to suit building and associated modifications.
Transnet SOC Ltd Bellville R195 000 2015

Supply of various Electrical Supplies & Consumables "as and when" required for a period of 24 months Transnet SOC Ltd Western Cape R 2.1 million 2016

Ad hoc Work Repairs, Call Out & Technical Support under the Planned & Preventative Maintenance Plan PRASA National R 3.3 million 2015

Motor Control Centre (MCC) upgrades for an Aggregates process plant AfriSam Malmesbury R 3.2 million 2012

Supply and installation of 19 x 10M and 14 x 5M Data Loggers Metrorail Salt River R 1,52 million 2015

Supply & installation of 2 x 6E LCMS Data Loggers (2off Locomotive Prototype) Shosholoza Meyl Culemborg R788 000 2015

Daikin Aircon Renewal Contract (On-going plant maintenance) Shosholoza Meyl Culemborg R 1.8 million 2015

Design, supply & install LED Lights for 5M/10M Trailer Coaches & Motor Coaches (Prototyping) Metrorail Salt River R 3.5 million 2013



THE FUTURE
(THE BEGINNING)
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OUR FUTURE IS HERE…



WE THANK YOU


